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Abstract
Missingness in sequence data is a problem that has not received a great deal of attention. Since longitudinal data is more vulnerable to missingness than cross-sectional
data, this is a lacuna. Two approaches are suggested in the literature: treating missingness as a separate state in its own right Gabadinho, Ritschard, Studer and Müller,
2009, and multiple imputation Halpin, 2015. The former is simple to implement but
has shortcomings, not least in treating a missing–missing combination as a match;
the latter is somewhat onerous. In this paper I propose a new concept: a non-selfidentical missing state, where missing–missing combinations are treated as mismatches. I apply this to both normal missingness (gaps) and truncation of sequences
(where entry or exit may happen at different times, yielding sequences of different
length).
General missingness (gaps) and truncation are related but practically and conceptually different phenomena. If general missingness is treated as a special state,
there is a risk that sequences will cluster according to how much missingness they
contain.
Truncation is usually dealt with (if using the optimal matching distance measure) by deletion, but this may lead to sequences being disproportionately clustered
according to length. In circumstances where sequences either begin or end on a specified event (e.g., begin with the first labour market participation spell, or end with
retirement) the length of the sequence may be informative (e.g., late entry may be
associated with higher education) and we may wish to differentiate between similarity represented in the length and similarity represented as matches between the
observed portion. For instance, in both Halpin and Chan, 1998 and Bukodi, Goldthorpe, Halpin and Waller, 2016, class-career sequences are padded on the left by a
“pre-entry” state to represent left-censoring, but (in the latter in particular) the conBrendan Halpin
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cern is with how education affects later career: if we treat the pre-entry state as a
non-self-identical missing, are the resulting distances more independent of sequence
length than with OM-style deletion?
Using simulation and analysis of real data I show that a non-self-identical missing
state can yield better results than the conventional approach for general missingness,
but that locating a self-identical or non-self identical missing state in a maximally
neutral location (as similar to all other states as is consistent with metricity) is also
important. While multiple imputation functions better, it is more demanding in terms
of setup and computation.
As regards truncation, OM’s built-in capacity to compare sequences of different
length is shown to work surprisingly well.
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